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HIGHLIGHTS OF ACHIEVEMENTS 

 COLLABORATION BETWEEN HSPH HUMAN RESOURCES AND THE CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
ACTION TEAM (COAT) 

 
 

Summary: 
In response to the HSPH Staff Pulse Survey of 2011, HR convened a committee of staff from a wide spectrum of 
departments with the mandate to research and recommend remedies to address the career development concerns that 
were raised in the Survey.  Concurrently, in response to periodic updates from the Committee, HR worked to address 
many of the staff concerns.  Additionally, in response to COAT feedback, they improved communication so as to better 
publicize those resources that were requested by staff that already existed.   Since the final report was presented, further 
improvements have been implemented.  While much has been accomplished to improve staff satisfaction, increase the 
visibility of resources and support the staff’s professional growth, there remains an ambitious agenda.  
 

Highlights of the Action Steps Implemented in Response to Staff Concerns and COAT Recommendations: 
 HR has a new manager training module that focuses on soft skills and is designed to help managers improve their 

staff development skills.  While the training is not mandatory, the hope is to make it a condition in the offer letter 
for all new staff managers. 

 HR representatives and recruiters regularly hold open office hours in the Kresge building and encourage staff to 
bring questions and/or concerns to them in confidence.  These open office hours have been well attended. 

 HR’s website has been transformed to increase transparency, make it more user-friendly, and facilitate staff’s 
ability to locate resources for their career development.  Many of the COAT report recommendations in this area 
have been implemented. 

 Career development resources have been added to or enhanced on the HR site to clarify processes and guide staff 
interested in career progression.  These resources include instructions on how individual staff can request 
promotions with and without manager support. 

 In response to COAT feedback, The Moving Up and Around site has been made easily accessible and valuable 
resources such as The Road Map, which offers helpful tools for staff has been added.   

 Efforts are currently underway to provide training funding when none is available in their department.  This will 
increase staff access to training opportunities that would increase their skill level or help them make a career 
transition.  

 Some of the COAT Career Professional Growth Toolbox suggestions have been incorporated in the website either 
via The Road Map or The Moving Up or Around site.   

 To increase staff career development resources, HR is building collaborative relationships and now provides a link 
to the HSPH Career Services (CSO) online career resource library and will also publicize and make available CSO 
events that might be of interest to staff. 

 The COAT report suggested 360 bilateral reviews and at present, the 360 review is now available as an optional 
tool through ePerformance. 

 Learning opportunities, such as the Lunch and Learn Series are better publicized and more targeted to staff needs. 

 HR is exploring ways to educate managers on employment laws and policy to be sure managers understand how 
to apply these laws and policies correctly.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

Summary of Action Steps that are Under Discussion or In-Process: 
 While there has been increased clarity on career growth pathways, this is an on-going issue. HR and the sub-

committee will continue to explore options. 

 Various models for a kick-off event to publicize resources and information that facilitates staff career development 
are being discussed. 

 The sub-committee, in collaboration with HR, continues to investigate ways to incorporate resources on growing 
your career at Harvard on the HR website. 

 The potential for staff mentoring opportunities is on the sub-committee’s agenda. 

 Performance review tools which are user-friendly and more conducive to a staff member’s growth in their position 
will be discussed. 

 A staff group that promotes and facilitates self-advocacy is another topic currently under discussion. 


